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FQREW ARD
Th e follow ing re p o rt on w a te rfa lls was p re p a re d fo r M a in e 's
C r it ic a l A re a s P r o g r a m . T h is p ro g ra m was esta blished by an act of
the L e g is la tu re in 1974 w h ich d ire c te d the State P lann in g O ffice to
develop an o ffic ia l R e g is te r o f C r it ic a l A re a s and to encourage and co
o rdina te the co nse rva tio n of such a re a s as p a rt of its o v e ra ll re sp on si
b ility fo r c o m p re h e n sive statew ide planning and c o o rd in a tio n of planning
a c tiv itie s . T h e A c t defines C r it ic a l A re a s as n a tu ra l fe a tu re s of state
w ide im p o rta n ce because of th e ir unusual n a tu ra l, s c e n ic , s c ie n tific , o r
h is to ric a l s ig n ific a n c e .
T h e A c t also created the C r it ic a l A re a s A d v is o r y B o a rd to advise
and a s s is t the State Planning O ffic e in the e sta blish m e n t of the R e g is te r
and the co n se rva tio n of c r it ic a l a re a s . Th e p ro g ra m established by the
A c t is not re g u la to ry , w ith the m in o r exception that no tifica tio n of p ro 
posed a lte ra tio n s of c r it ic a l a re a s is re q u ire d of the la nd ow n e rs thereof.
Th e p ro g ra m is p r im a r ily one o f id e ntifying c r itic a l a re a s and p ro vid in g
advice to and co ord in atin g the v o lu n ta ry a c tiv itie s o f la n d o w n e rs, state
and lo ca l g o ve rn m e n t o rg a n iz a tio n s , co nservatio n g ro u p s and others to
the end of encouraging the co n se rva tio n of c r itic a l a re a s . Th e C r it ic a l
A re a s P ro g ra m fu rth e r p ro vid e s a sp e c ific focus f o r the evaluation and
co ord in a tio n o f p ro g ra m s re la tin g to c r itic a l a re a s in M a in e . Th e p ro 
g ra m also s e rv e s as a so u rc e o f in fo rm a tio n on c r it ic a l a re a s and th e ir
m anagem ent.
T h e purpose of these re p o rts is to p resent the re s u lts of thorough
in vestig a tio ns of su b je ct a re a s chosen fo r co nside ra tio n in the C r it ic a l
A re a s P r o g r a m . Th e re p o rts a re an in te rm e d ia te phase in a syste m a tic
re g is tra tio n p ro ce ss w hich s ta rts w ith the id entifica tio n o f subjects fo r
co nside ra tio n and concludes w ith the a n a lysis of each potential c ritic a l
a re a in d iv id u a lly and, if a p p ro p ria te , in clu sio n of a re a s on the R e g is te r.
In addition to the s p e c ific task they a re intended to fu lfill in the
re g is tra tio n p ro c e s s , it is m y hope that these re p o rts w ilt be useful in a
m o re g e n e ra l sense as a so u rc e o f in fo rm a tio n on the v a rio u s topics they
c o v e r . F o r m o re in fo rm a tio n on w a te rfa lls o r o th e r aspects of the C r i t 
ic a l A re a s P r o g r a m , feel fre e to contact m e o r o th e r m e m b e rs of the
staff at the State Planning O ffic e .

R . A le c Giffen
S u p e r v is o r

ABSTRACT
Waterfalls in Maine are scenic natural features which frequently are found
to have scientific significance because of the geological features visible at
the falls. Many of Maine's falls are already well known for scenic and scien
tific attributes. A few areas are not well known within the State are rarely
visited. This report defines criteria by which the scientific, scenic, historic
and natural attributes of waterfalls can be assessed and recommends falls for
evaluation under the Maine Critical Areas Program based on such an assessment.
A statewide inventory of waterfalls was performed based on a literature search
and personal contacts. This resulted in a list of 152 waterfalls. Eighty two
of these areas have been subsequently field checked and thirty six of these are
recommended for evaluation for inclusion on the Register of Critical Areas. In
addition, seventeen other areas are known to be significant, and it is suggested
that these areas should be evaluated for inclusion as soon as field studies are
possible.
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INTRODUCTION
The significance of waterfalls In Maine and the importance of their inclu
sion In the Critical Register: The world's waterfalls generally receive high
regard as landscape elements as a result of their scenic splendor and their eco
nomic potential. Large falls frequently become central elements of parks and
recreation areas. Some important falls which occupy this position in the United
States are the many hanging falls of Yosemite Valley, and the Yellowstone Falls
in the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone River. Many smaller falls are also well
known attractions. Some examples in eastern North America are Oak Canyon Falls
in Shenendoah National Park, Montmorency Falls near Quebec City, and several falls
in Baxter State Park. The height and flow of waterfalls are two factors that
determine their scenic value. Some exceptionally high falls are Angel Falls
in Venezuela, 984 meters; Ribbon Falls in Yosemite National Park, 484 meters,
and Vernal falls also in Yosemite National Park, 95 meters. Niagara Falls is
an excellent example of a high flow falls; its height of 50 meters is not excep
tional .
The largest single drop in Maine is Angel Falls near Rangeley which falls
30 meters. Some associated smaller falls and rapids in this area bring the total
drop to 100 meters in several hundred meters of channel length. There are several
remarkable high flow falls in Maine. Two falls which are in a natural state
with flows of thousands of ft.-Vsec. are Grand Pitch on the East Branch of the
Penobscot River, and Grand Falls on the Dead River.
The economic potential of falls is derived from their attractiveness as
scenic and recreational areas, and from their potential as hydroelectric sites.
In most instances, these are conflicting uses, although the lakes behind hydro
electric dams generally have their own recreational benefits. In Central Maine
Power Company's distribution system, 25% of the power is hydroelectric in origin.
This power is developed on 26 dams with ratings of 1400 (Brunswick Maine) to
76,000 (Haris Dam) kilowatts. The total CMP hydroelectric capacity is 265,000
kilowatts which if operated at full capacity could produce 2.24x10™ KWH annually.
Modern proposals for major power dams are always controversial issues, Maine's
Dickey-Lincoln proposal being a prime example. Similar controversies can be
expected if potential sites on the Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers are publicized.
The significance of Maine waterfalls is discussed below from several points
of view. Some falls are unusual geological sites; they are frequently scenic
and recreational areas; some falls have unique historic significance, and falls
in remote parts of the state represent some of Maine's finest natural areas.
Geological Significance: Waterfalls frequently contain important geologic
information for two reasons. Normally, waterfalls are characterized by large
exposures of clean bedrock which facilitates observation of bedrock features.
Because glacial drift has obscured so much of Maine's outcrop, these clean
exposures may become the locations of observations which have general importance
for the surrounding region. For example, Grand Pitch on the East Branch of the
Penobscot River is a very unusual Cambrian fossil locality (Forbes, 1977). Smalls
Falls near Rangeley is one of the largest exposures on the Rangeley Quadrangle
and it contains a thick sequence of beds with bedding plane faults. Important
exposures on the Shin Pond Quadrangle occur at Shin Falls, Sawtelle Falls and
Grand Falls, Seboeis River.
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The second reason which tends to make waterfalls significant geological
sites Is related to their origin. They are not accidental terrain features.
Their location is generally related to the glacial history of the area and to
unusual features in the bedrock. Thus, Huston Brook Falls is an unusual contact
zone between two formations; the lip of Moxie Falls displays well developed
folding, and Angel Falls is evidently a hanging Falls. Thus, a study of falls
may reveal the geologic history of the region.
Scenic and recreational significance: The scenic attributes of some of
Maine's waterfalls are well recognized. Several are well known scenic local
ities of regional significance, for example, the falls in Grafton Notch, the
falls in Baxter State Park, and several falls along the Appalachian trail.
\, Other falls have been recognized as having scenic value within the state by
the Maine Department of Transportation and have been made into roadside rest
areas. Some examples are Smalls Falls near Rangeley; The Falls Rest Area, Attean;
Swift River Rest Area, Roxbury. Others, protected until now by their remote
locations are rapidly gaining statewide reputations, for example, Angel Falls
near Rangeley. Other falls are of state significance but are generally unknown.
This happens because they are guarded by local residents (Tobey Falls, Willimantic)
or protected by remote location (Falls Camp on Rocky Brook, Winterville Quad
rangle). Because of their scenic qualities, falls tend to be tied to recrea
tional opportunities in the State and hence the tourist economy. Important
campsites exist at or near several falls (old Roll Dam, Fish River Falls) .
Many of these have evolved out of Maine's earliest history when falls held por
tage trails and were hence convenient campsites. This tradition persists today
on Maine's canoeable waterways (Holeb Falls, Big Eddy on the West Branch of the
Penobscot River). Finally, falls tend to be fishing areas. Exceptionally noteable are the Damariscotta Falls alewife run which yields a $24,000 annual income
to the towns of Newcastle and Nobleboro, and the salmon fishing on the upper
Penobscot River.
Historic Significance: The Maine rivers have long served as transportation
routes and are intimately tied to the history of the State. The obstructions
which waterfalls exhibit to running logs have granted legendary significance
to some (Eckstorm, 1970). Many of Maine's largest falls have been modified or
obliterated by log running improvements or flooding due to downstream dams
(Hempstead, 1975). Virtually all of the largest falls in the State have been
altered, either by flooding or the addition of superimposed power dams.
(A
canoe trip down the Kennebec or Saco is not unlike going down stairs). A reading
of Wells, (1869) indicates that many of these sites have been occupied for well
over 100 years.
Natural Significance: In Maine's remote areas, waterfalls represent some
of the most significant natural environments. Paper companies sufficiently
restrict cutting in the vicinity of waterways to protect all in view of falls.
Several environments are frequently represented at falls, deadwater or swamp
above the falls, shooting flow and associated ledge at the falls and rapid water
and a gravel flood plain below the falls. The environments grade into a normal
woodland setting, generally characterized by by an ice contact glacial soil away
from the falls. Inspection reveals that these remote sites are habitats for a
diverse fauna which probably includes all of Maine's large mammals. We discovered
a few sites in which no trails existed, the banks beside the falls held unbroken
moss cover, and no trash or evidence of human occupancy existed. As northwestern
Maine becomes disected by high quality logging roads, the already limited number
of such natural areas may be expected to diminish rapidly.
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Definition of waterfalIs : During the preparation of this report, the author
also prepared reports on the gorges and whitewater rapids in the state of Maine.
It thus became necessary to distinguish between these three types of features on
an arbitrary basis. This distinction is especially necessary between falls and
gorges because many features which are named falls in local usage are actually
gorges. The characteristics generally shared by falls are as follows:
1. The most striking terrain feature is one or several hydraulic drops in
which the water falls free or comes close to so doing.
2.

Erosion has primarily cut back rather than down.

3. The movement of the water is as important to the scenic aspect of the
site as the landform which contains it.
4. In most cases, the feature is relatively compact and can be viewed from
a single location.
By comparison, the characteristics of gorges are:
1. The most striking feature is the bedrock or terrain into which the
stream is encised.
2.

Erosion has primarily cut down rather than back.

3. The movement of the water is less interesting in appearance than the
landform which contains it.
4.

Gorges are relatively elongated and must be viewed from several locations

Using these characteristics, it is possible to separate most falls and gorges
Two sites are listed in both reports. Rattlesnake Brook on the Bethel Quadrangle
contains both a well defined falls and a gorge at a slightly different location.
Little Wilson Falls is a major drop with an exceptionally steep-walled gorge
immediately down stream. Table 1 is a list of areas which are regarded as falls
in local usage but which are best described as gorges. These areas are included
in the Critical Areas report on gorges.

TABLE 1. - Gorges locally known as falls
NAME

QUADRANGLE

Fox Brook Falls

Fish River Lake

Kezar Falls

Fryeburg

Mother Walker Falls

Old Speck Mt

Red River Falls

Winterville

Screw Auger Falls

Old Speck Mt.

Smith Brook Falls

Fish River Lake

Snows Falls

Bryant Pond

ORIGIN OF MAINE WATERFALLS:
During the course of the field work for this study (1 July 77 to 1 Sept. 77)
an attempt was made to determine the reason why each falls existed and why the
form had succeeded in maintaining itself rather than develop into a rapids.
Because a mile or more of ice covered most of Maine until about 10 thousand
years ago, Maine's rivers and hydraulic features are quite recent. During the
final melting of the continental ice sheet, stream courses developed where the
thoroughly disrupted terrain allowed. As drainage networks evolved, it was in
evitable that streams would occasionally encounter or be superimposed on dis
continuities in the terrain and that the development of falls would result. The
normal evolution of such a situation is for the falls to degenerate into a rapids
as bedrock is excavated. If this is not to occur, one of two factors must be
effective. Either the stream has inadequate flow and sediment load to produce
significant erosion of the particular lithology present at the falls during the
time available, or some feature must be present in the bedrock at the falls which
allows the falls to maintain itself as erosion proceeds. In this case, the
falls will move upstream as time passes, and a downstream gorge may result.
In other places along the post-glacial stream courses, it was inevitable
that streams would seek out areas of weakness and selectively erode these. If
a stream flows from a resistant lithology to an area of weakness, a falls may
develop across the contact. Occasionally, falls are seen to develop due to a
special bedrock characteristic within the zone of weakness itself. This is
especially true of granites with sheeting or volcanic rocks with columnar
jointing.
The following table is a listing with explanation of the types of waterfalls
which were identified in Maine (Table 2). Table 3 is a list of all the falls
recommended in this report for critical areas evaluation with a designation
keyed to table 2 to indicate the origin of each falls.

TABLE 2: Formation of Maine Waterfalls
I. Falls superimposed on post-glacial terrain
A. Falls too weak to significantly erode their bedrock in the available time.
These are falls on small clear streams which have not changed since they
were superimposed by the glacier.
B. Falls superimposed on crystalline rock with two widely spaced joint sets,
one nearly vertical and one nearly horizontal (fig. 1). Joint blocks of
the bedrock become excavated to form a series of small falls each with
with a drop corresponding to the vertical joint spacing. Common in granite.
C. Falls superimposed across a nearly vertical cleavage in foliated rock
with cleavage parallel to the foliation. These falls which are also
dependent on the excavation of joint blocks tend to form in the following
two ways dependent on the dip direction of the rock cleavage:
1. Cleavage dipping upstream at a high angle (fig. 2). These falls tend
to form one large single drop because the dipping joint surfaces
break away cleanly below the lip.
2. Cleavage dipping downtream at a high angle (fig. 3). Since large
blocks cannot fall freely away from under the lip as in the first case,
these falls tend to form a series of small drops.

II. Falls which developed on a major terrain disruption created by glacial
events.
A. A hanging valley where a trubutary stream enters a formerly glaciated
valley at a discordant level (fig 4.). The larger ice thickness and
faster ice flow rates in main valleys deepened them more than their
tributaries.
In some cases, a substantial drop occurs where the now
deglaciated tributaries join the main valleys and falls have developed.
B. Falls developed across an old sea cliff (fig. 5) The weight of glacial ice
depressed the New England surface as much as several hundred meters
below its present elevation. Thus, as the ice melted, the sea was able
to follow the ice margin inland, even as far as Bingham. Marine clays,
old beaches and seacliffsare found inland from the present coastline as
a result. Eventually, as the land became free of ice, it slowly returned
to the pre-glacial elevation. In a few places, falls have developed
across what appear to be emergent wave-cut seacliffs.
III. Falls superimposed on geologic structures; Faults, folds and other
structures tend to juxtapose lithologies of different erosional resistance.
A. Falls due to the erosion of a steeply dipping basalt dike along strike
(fig. 6). Volcanic dikes in New England are usually weaker than the coun
try rock which they have intruded. Thus dikes, if present, make suitable
stream channels. In some cases, falls develop due to the excavation of
columnar joint blocks out of the dike.
B. Falls superimposed across the strike of a moderately dipping dike and
maintained by undercutting of the dike rock (fig. 7). In this situation,
the dike rock erodes out from under the lip of the falls which allows it
to maintain a steep drop.
C. Falls superimposed across the strike of a steeply dipping dike and devel
oped due to selective erosion of the dike rock (fig. 8). In this situation,
an original falls appears to have developed by selective erosion of the
dike, and has been cutting back into the country rock ever since.
D. Falls due to the excavation of a fault zone: Faults provide a well-defined
weak area for a stream to seek out. A falls may develop where the stream
drops into the fault zone (fig. 9).
E. Falls superimposed across the strike of contacts (fig. 10). When dif
ferent lithologies are exposed to stream action, falls may develop due
to the erosion of weak beds. Because of mountain building in Maine,
beds are usually near vertical as in the illustration.
F. Falls superimposed across the trend of folds (fig. 11). Folding of a
resistant layer may provide a natural terrain for a falls as in the
illustration.
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Fif l

Falls developed on jointed
crystalline bedrock

F :f

3

Falls developed on foliated
bedrock with cleavage dipping
downstream

Falls developed on foliated
bedrock with cleavage dipping
upstream

F'j y

Falls developed from a hanging
valley

7

Falls developed on an old sea cliff

Falls developed due to under
cutting of a jointed dike
Falls developed along the
strike of a columnar jointed
dike

8

’alls developed across the strike ^
if dikes due to erosion of the dikes

Falls developed across contacts

Falls due to the excavation of a
fault zone

Falls developed across folds
(stream may finally flow down
syncline axis)
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METHODS OF LOCATING FALLS FOR EVALUATION
Sites for field evaluation were located in two stages: a search was carried
out before the field season, and efforts were continued during the field work.
The following steps were carried out prior to field work:
1. A letter was sent to various geologists who have worked in the State
asking for locations of falls which they had encountered, especially falls
with geologic importance. This elicited several responses which indicated
either falls or further sources of information.
2. All the entries of the Maine Natural Resources Inventory (NRI) were ex
amined for relevance to this study. About 200 entries of potential inter
est were noted, a total which includes falls, gorges and rapids.
3. Several relevant books were found which discussed hydraulic features of the
State or a large portion therof. These included Wells (1869), Eckstorm
(1972), and AMC (1976).
4. A number of geological references were found which mentioned specific
falls in relation to bedrock studies. Especially valuable were several
of the annual New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference Guidebooks
(NEIGC, 1966, 1970, 1974).
5. Several areas had been previously mentioned by individuals in the State
to the State Planning Office. These were added for consideration.
6. The United States Geological Survey quadrangle maps of the State were
examined for falls, rapids and gorges.
Individual data cards were prepared for each area discovered. All of the above
methods proved worthwhile, although the Natural Resources Inventory contributed
the majority of the areas.

The following steps were carried out during the field season as the field
party traversed the State.
1. As noted in the next section, field localities were visited in a systematic
fashion. As we traversed the State, the field party examined the USGS
quadrangle maps when we were in the area covered by them. This was an
on-going process which had started with the pre-season examination. Several
areas were noted either by name on the map or by extremely close contour
spacing.
2. On all possible occasions, we engaged in conversations with local resi
dents about the project. Especially valuable contacts included Forest
Service personnel, Fish and Wildlife personnel, owners of sporting goods
stores, and local town officials. Several fine sites were discovered
this way which would have otherwise gone undiscovered.

TABLE 3
ORIGIN OF RECOMMENDED FALLS
:. No. 1

Name

Origin Code

1

Trapper Falls

I C 1

2

Fish River Falls

I B

3

Rocky Brook Falls

I C 2

4

Shin Falls

I C 2

5

Sawtelle Falls

III F

6

Grand Pitch (E„ Br. Penob.)

I C 2

7

Old Roll Dam (W. Br. Penob.) III E

8

Nesowdnehunk Falls

I B

9

Holeh F’alls

I B

10

Parlin Stream Falls

I B

11

Gauntlet Falls

I C 2

12

Grand Falls (Dead River)

I C 2

13

Cold Stream Falls

I C 2

14

Moxie Falls

III F

15

Little Wilson Falls

III D

16

Tobey Falls

I C 2

17

Screw Auger Falls-Gulf Hagas

18

Hay Brook Falls

I C 2

19

Big Falls

III A

20

Poplar Stream Falls

I C 2

21

Austin Stream Falls

I C 1

22

Houston Brook Falls

III F

23

Smalls Falls

I C 2

24

Angel Falls

II /i, I C

25

The Cateracts

I B

I C 2
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TABLE 3 (Cont.)

r. No.1

Name

Origin Code ^

26

Step Falls on Wight Brook

I B

27

Swift River Rest Area

I B

28

Mosher Stream Falls

I C 2, ?

29

Rattleshake Brook

Ill A

30

Cobb Brook

III B

31

Damariscotta Falls

I B

32

Hiram Falls (Great falls)

I B, III C

33

Steep Falls

I B, III C

34

Union Falls

III C

35

Cascade Stream Falls

II B, I

36

Old Falls Pond Dam

I B, III C

c:

Notes on table 3:
1. Ref. No. refers to the reference numbers found in table 5, fig. 12,
and the individual area descriptions.
2.

Origin Code refers to the outline of waterfall origins, table 2.

3.

If two origin codes are given, both factors appear to apply.
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These methods yielded about 250 sites (waterfalls gorges and rapids) of
both known and unknown significance. Of this total, 152 are waterfalls,
These sites are listed in Table 4 of the RESULTS section.

FIELD TECHNIQUES*
2
1
The object of the field work was to make on-site evaluations of as many sites
as possible. To accomplish this, we purchased a 138" wheelbase van and outfitted
it as an office and for camping. We worked from this base throughout the summer
instead of from a fixed location in order to spend as much time on site as possi
ble and minimize commuting time. Much of the driving was carried out after dark
and in bad weather and campsites were chosen near the first area for the next day's
efforts. Under very favorable conditions, we could check 4 sites/day, although
we generally found it necessary to spend 2 to 3 days per week (7 day week) for
planning, paperwork and field notes. The 86 falls which are listed as Recommended,
Rejected or Undecided in Table 4 were visited.
At the outset of the field season, a set of index cards was prepared, one
for each site discovered during the activities discussed in the preceding sec
tion. These were indexed by several means including quadrangle map, NRI number
if applicable, by name, and by arbitrary site numbers. If sites apparently had
a high level of significance, this was stressed by color coding to indicate that
such sites had priority for field checking. This initial planning required 2
days of paperwork, but it greatly facilitated subsequent planning. A valuable
outcome was a grouping of sites into areas within the state in order to layout
travel routes. With this information in hand, we planned east-west traverses
across the State working from north to south as the summer progressed. Although
we could not visit all the sites of which we were aware, we were able to visit
the maximum number possible within the field season, and we were able to give
priority to sites with known significance. This preliminary work obviates a
great deal of route retracing especially in northern parts of the state where
current access to sites can only be determined at forest service stations and
where direct routes to sites are frequently lacking.

When a site was visited, the following procedure was followed:
1. A short examination was made to determine if the site was potentially
significant. If not, a short record was made of the visit and the site
was abandoned.
2. If the site appeared possibly significant, the following information
was collected: a sketch map of the site; a site description including
access routes, size of feature, total drop, estimated flow, historical
evidence, water quality, geologic description of the bedrock, geomorphic reason for the falls, limits of the critical area; and photographs
of the site.
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CRITERIA FOR REGISTRATION RECOMMENDATION
Sites were assessed with respect to the following criteria to establish
the level of significance. Sites which are recommended for registration (table
5) are without parallel in one catagory or are exceptional in two or more catagories.
^
I.

Scenic Attributes: A site is considered to have outstanding scenic
qualities if the following conditions are met:
A. It is of large magnitude in some respect (flow, drop, overall size,
size of associated pools).
B. Although small, it has an exceptionally coherent aspect.
C. Good vistas or potentially good vistas are present.
D. The area is free from unsightly development or unalterable vandalism.
E. Water quality is acceptable, free from major coloration or odor.

II. Geological attributes:
tific viewpoint if:

A site is considered outstanding from a scien

A. It is the type locality or best exposure of a geologic formation, or
if it is a well displayed contact zone between two formations.
B. It has an extremely good display of bedrock structures (faults, folds)
C. It is an important fossil locality.
D. It is an exceptional example of one of the geomorphic classes of
falls outlined previously.
E. It is exceptional with respect to the hydraulic erosion features
present.
III. Naturalness: Sites are awarded an outstanding naturalness evaluation
if no evidence of human occupation could be discerned. Very few of such
localities were found. Sites were awarded an excellent rating if the only
evidence of human activities was trails and trash limited to what we could
remove. The presence of wildlife tended to enhance the naturalness evaluation.
IV. Historic evaluation:
reasons :

Sites in Maine have historic interest for three

A. They may have an interesting military history, especially if they are
coastal sites or if they are part of the Arnold Trail.
B. They may be important mill sites, economic sites.
C. They may be historic sites in the logging history of the state.
Generally, there is no physical evidence of the military history at water
falls. Falls which are important mill sites have usually undergone serious
scenic and naturalness damage which limits their significance.
(No antique

small mill sites were found operating although several are listed in the
NUI. Not all such NRI-mentioned sites were1 checked however). Several sites,
especially Great Northern Paper Company localities on the upper Penobscot
River, have exceptional historic interest because of their importance in
the development of the State's logging industry.

RESULTS:
During the course of this work, considerable attention was given to locat
ing features throughout the State. Fig. 12 indicates the locations of the recom
mended falls. As one might expect, most significant falls are located in
the upland parts of the state. Many of the falls in the "known significant"
listing of table 4 are in parts of the State too remote to efficiently field
check during the available time.
The total number of possibly significant falls located during this study
is 152. Of this sum, 86 falls were field checked, and 36 falls are recommended
in this report for critical areas evaluation.
Table 4 is a listing of the 152 areas discovered in Maine with an indication
of the status of each with regard to the study. In this listing:
Recommended - means that the area has been field checked and recommended
for critical area evaluation. There are 36 such areas listed in table 5.
Rejected - means that the area has been field checked and found not suffic
iently significant for critical area evaluation. Table 4 lists 43 areas.
Undecided - means that the area has been field checked and found not suffic
iently significant for critical area evaluation on the basis of the
criteria stated previously. These sites do, however, have significant
attributes and registration might be considered if additional scientific
or historic data outside the parameters of this study become evident
at a later date. There are 7 such areas listed in Table 6.
Known Significant - means that the area is known to be of high quality from
literature or other source, but that it has not been field checked.
There are 17 of such areas listed in Table 4.
Unknown Significance - means that the area was discovered in the literature
but with no indication of its quality. There are 49 such areas in Table 4.
The remainder of the results section is a detailed description of each site.
These are listed according to the USGS quadrangle on which they are found. The
quadrangles are keyed according to an arbitrary ordering system which lists them
west to east in rows across the State starting with the northern most row. A
reference number ("REF") accompanies each description. This is keyed to Fig. 12
and Table 5. Table 5 also gives the heigth of each fall. The flows which are
indicated in the individual descriptions are a visual estimate of the flow on the
day of the field check. These flows are probably representative of a summertime
low flow except in the case of certain streams in Oxford County which were at
bank full stage during the field check. These exceptions are noted in the
individual descriptions.

TABLE 4
LISTING OF ALL WATERFALLS DISCOVERED IN MAINE
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TABLE 5 - LISTING OF WATERFALLS RECOMMENDED FOR EVALUATION
Basis for
County
Name
Recommendation
Township
Aroostook
C,N
Trapper Falls (unofficial)
T13 R9
II
Fish River Falls
S,C
T14 R8
If
T15 R8
Rocky Brook Falls (Falls Camp)
C,N
T6 R7 WELS
Penobscot
Shin Falls
C,N
If
S,C,N
T6 R7
Sawtelle Falls
II
Grand Pitch (E. Br. Penobscot R.)
S,C,H, N
T5 R8
Seboomook
Somerset
Old Roll Dam
C,H
Piscataquis
T2 RIO
Nesowadnehunk Falls
S,C,H
Somerset
Attean, SR7
Holeb Falls
C,N
II
Parlin Pond
Parlin Stream Falls
C,N
Piscataquis
TB RIO
Gauntlet Falls
C,N
T3 R4 BKP WKR Somerset
Grand Falls, Dead River
C,N
II
C ,H,N
T2 R6 BKP WKR
Cold Stream Falls
Somerset
Moxie Falls
s , c
West Forks
Elliotsville Piscataquis
Little Wilson Falls
S,C,H, N
II
Willimantic,
Tobey Falls
S,C,N
II
T7 RIO
C,N
Screw Auger Falls
II
Hay Brook Falls
C,N
T7 RIO
Oxford
Big Falls
S,C,N
T4 R3
C,N
Carrabassett Valley Franklin
Poplar Stream Falls
Somerset
Moscow
Austin Stream Falls
S,C
II
Pleasant Ridge
S,C
Houston Brook Falls
Franklin
TE
Smalls Falls
S ,C,N
Franklin
S,C,N
TD
Angel Falls
C,N
Andover West Surplus Oxford
The Cateracts on Frye Brook
1»
Newry
Step Falls on Wight Brook
S,C,N
II
Roxbury
Swift River Rest Area
S,C
Farmington Franklin
Mosher Pond Stream Falls
C,N
Oxford
Rattlesnake Brook Falls
S,C,N
Stow
II
Hebron
Cobb Brook Falls
S,C
Damariscotta Falls
S,C,H Newcastle/Nobleboro Lincoln
Baldwin/Hiram
Cumberland/York
Hiram Falls (Great Falls)
S
Steep Falls
Standish/Limington Cumberland
S
Union Falls
York
Buxton
S
II
Cascade Falls
S,C
Scarboro
II
Old Falls Pond Dam
C,N
Kennebunk

1. Reference Numbers are noted on the individual site descriptions and on the location map, Fig. 12.
2. Basis for Recommendation code: S-Scientific, C-Scenic, H-Historic, N-Naturalness.
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TABLE 6 - LISTING OF WATERFALLS WITH AN UNDECIDED STATUS
Quadrangle

Name

Township
T3 Rll

County
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2 Union
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FIG. 12
LOCATIONS OF WATERFALLS RECOMMENDED FOR EVALUATION
(Numbers are keyed to Table 5, Results Section)
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1.

NAME :

Trapper Falls (unofficial)

Ref :

1

Township ;

T.13 R9, Aroostook

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because ofits exceptional naturalness and scenic attributes.
Description of Area: This falls as a series of steen cascades with a total drop of
about 24 meters. Most of the drop occurs in a short length of channel which allows
several good '/lews of the falls. The width varies from 1 to 3 meters. The water
quality is outstanding with a flow of about 1 ft./sec.. Trapper Falls is on an
unnamed stream.
Scientific Attributes: The falls is developed across the vertical cleavage of the
slate bedrock.

Scenic Attributes: This is a highly scenic falls and can be considered among the
finest of Maine's small waterfalls. Much of its scenic character is derived from
the naturalness discussed below, and use of this locality will cause its scenic
qualities to deterioriate substantially.
Historic Significance; No special evidence present.

Naturalness: This is a natural area without parallel. There is no evidence of any
human Interference with the site. Any use of this site can only cause deterioriation.
The surrounding area has been cut recently, but not within site of the falls.

2. NAME:

Fish River Falls

Ref : 2

Township :

T14

R8, Aroostook

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its exceptional scientific and scenic attributes.
Description of Area: This falls occurs in a series of benches and flumes developed
on the jointing of the volcanic bedrock. There are several good vistas from adjacent
cliffs 10 meters above the falls. Total drop is 15 meters, width about 10 meters,
and the flow is relatively large at about 100 ft^./sec.. The water quality is acceptable
with no odor and a slight brown color. Fish River Falls is on the Fish River.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is a massive basalt flow. Curved cleavage at one
location suggests pillow structures. Some textural/compositional variation is
evident along the river.

Scenic Attributes: This is a highly scenic area and is well known as such.
North Woods campsite adjacent to the falls.

Historic Significance: The camp at the lower end of the area appears to be a
relic from river driving activities.

Naturalness : Trails, trash and sanitation problems at the adjacent campsite
detract from the naturalness of this site.

There is a

22
3.

NAME : Rocky Brook (Falls Camp)

Ref; 3

Township ;? 1 5 R8 , Aroostook

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: The falls is developed across a secondary joint direction in
the slate bedrock. The two main drops are 3 and 6 meters. Well displayed potholes
and scour features are present. Width is about 20 meters ^nd total drop about 10 meters
Water quality is outstanding, and the flow is about 30 ft. /sec.. Falls Camp Falls is
on Rocky Brook.
Scientific Attributes: The area has a good display of folded beds in a clean large
outcrop.

Scenic Attributes: This is a highly scenic area. The best view is obtained by
walking out on the outcrop in the center of the falls area or by looking back from
down stream.

Historic Significance: "Falls Camp" is marked on the Winterville Quadrangle.
remains of river driving activities are still evident.

A few

Naturalness : This is an exceptional natural area. One trail exists to the falls,
but the site is nearly free of trash. This is the largest falls with absolutely
clear water which was observed during this study.

4.

NAME: Shin Falls

Ref : 4

Township : T6 R7 WELS, Penobscot

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its exceptional scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: The falls has 3 major drops and several smaller ones. The
total drop is 18 meters. Width is about 10 meters and flow about 25 ft.^/sec..
The water quality is good; slight brown color but no odor. The falls is developed
across the cleavage of the bedrock.
Shin Falls is on Shin Brook.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is a phyllitic green slate with a small amount of
red slate interlayered. Discussed by Neuman (1966).

Scenic Attributes: This is an exceptionally scenic area. The scenic qualitites
could be improved by a small amount of cutting. Several good vistas are present,
one of which is distant enough to give a good panorama of the site.

Historic Significance: The remains of an old log driving structure are evident.
This could be removed to improve the scenic qualities of the site.

Naturalness : This is an exceptionally natural area which is preserved in this
condition by a long access walk. Trash is minor at present but could become a
problem.
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5.

NAME : Sawtelle Falls

Township: T6 R7, Penobscot

Ref: 5

Considerations In Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scientific, scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: The falls drops about 5 meters across a ledge of massive
fine grained sandstone into a gorge. The axis of the gorge is perpendicular
to the direction of the stream coming over the falls. The width is about
5 meters, and the flow is about 10 ft.^/sec., Water color is brown with a slight odor.
Sawtelle Falls is on Sawtelle Brook.
Scientific Attributes: This is a well known geologic locality. The gorge below the
falls is a syncline with a horizontal axis. The gorge has developed in the trough
of the syncline. The bedrock is a sandstone facies of the Seboomook Formation.
Discussed by Neuman (1966).
Scenic Attributes: The falls developed perpendicular to the gorge gives this area
interesting scenic qualities.

Historic Significance: No evidence of history.

Naturalness : Although trails lead to this area, it is not over used. There is no
trash problem at present. The water color and odor are probably naturally produced.

6. NAME :

Grand Pitch (E. Br. Penobscot)

Ref :

6

Township : T5 R8, Penobscot

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scientific, scenic, historic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area:
Grand pitch is a spectacular 7 meter drop across the
cleavage of the bedrock.
The flow is dependent upon the Grand Lake dam, but is
up to 1000's of ft. /sec.. Grand Pitch is on the East Branch of the Penobscot River.

Scientific Attributes: A large exposure of the Grand Pitch Formation (Neuman, 1966).
Cambrian trace fossils have been reported from this locality by Forbes (1977).

Scenic Attributes: This is a spectacular large-river falls. Several good vistas
are present. Road access to this site is difficult but this part of the Penobscot
river is a popular canoe route.

Historic Significance: This is a famous section of the Penobscot River from the
log driving history of the State.

Naturalness : The area is protected by poor road access. An old road net does
exist which permits 4wd access. There is a well used portage trail around the
falls. Trash is not yet a problem,
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7.

NAME:

old

Roll Dam

Ref:

7

Township : Seboomook, R4NBKP, Somerset

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and historic attributes.
Description of Area: The falls is a series of about 9 two meter drops along
several hundred meters of channel. The river repeatedly divides and converges
around the outcrops which support the drops. Tfje water is slightly brown with no smell
and the flow is as high as several thousand ft. /sec. depending on Seboomook dam.
Old Roll Dam is on the West Branch of the Penobscot River.
Scientific Attributes: Bedrock is a greenish slate or phyllite with a 45° upstream
dip^ This has led to the cuesta forms which support the falls. The bedrock surface
may have originally been ramp and pluck topography.

Scenic Attributes: This site derives its scenic value from the large size of the river.
Similar sites exist in southeast Maine but have generally been occupied by mills.
Old Roll Dam is now completely gone as far as could be determined.

Historic Significance: This is the former location of one of numerous log driving
dams which were constructed on the upper Penobscot. These were constructed at great
effort with simple tools. Most of these ha\enow washed out or have been inundated
by the lakes behind newer concrete dams. This has long been a portage and campsite
(Hempstead, 1975).
Naturalness : The Old Roll Dam campsite is directly down stream and prohibits this
from being a completely natural area. The campsite is managed to the extent that
trash is not a serious problem. There is no trash problem at the falls itself.

8. NAME: Nesowadnehunk Falls

Ref : 8

Township :

T2 RIO, Piscataquis

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scientific, scenic and historic values.
Description of Area: Nesowdenhunk Falls is a horseshoe shaped falls developed on
the blocky cleavage of the granodiorite which composes the bedrock.
Nesowadnehunk Falls is on the West Branch of the Penobscot River.

Scientific Attributes: This is one outcrop of a small granodiorite stock which
intrudes Katahdin batholith (Griscom, 1966).

Scenic Attributes: Although not a spectacular drop, this is interesting because
of the exceptional view of Mount Katahdin from this location.

Historic Significance: Well known portage and an important locality from
West Branch log driving days.

Naturalness: A natural setting except for the proximity of the Millinocket road .
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9.

NAME:Hoi eh Falls

Ref: 9

Township: Attean SR7, Somerset

Considerations In Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: The falls is developed on a granite with a blocky cleavage.
The Moose River has a curious anastomosing (braided) pattern in this area, and
several parallel falls have developed. The largest dron is 8 meters, the water
color is brown; there is no odor, and the flow is about 20 ft.^/sec..
Scientific Attributes: This is a good exposure of the
The channel pattern mentioned above is developed both
in the area, and appears to be unique in Maine. This
istic of sediment laden rivers, and thus this pattern

Attean Quartz Monzonite.
on a large and small scale
pattern is usually character
on bedrock is unusual.

Scenic Attributes: This is an exceptional scenic locality which includes the
falls developed on the jointed granite as well as a turbulent rapids downstream
from the falls.

Historic Significance: No special evidence.

Naturalness : This is an authorized campsite on the "bow trip" on the Moose river.
There is a sanitation and litter problem at the campsite. There is also a well
trod portage trail around the falls. Otherwise the site is remote from human
interference and has a unique natural setting.
10.

NAME : Parlin Stream Falls

Ref_: 10

Township : Parlin Pond, Somerset

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: Developed as a series of small drops on a prominent orthogonal
joint set. The individual drops are about 1 meter,
the total fall is about
5 meters. The flow is about 1 ft. /sec. and the water quality is excellent.
Pat-rlin Stream Falls is on Parlin Stream.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is either Basalt or a hornfelsic quartzite, the
state geologic map permits either and the type is indeterminate in hand specimen.

Scenic Attributes: This is an exceptional scenic locality.
quality is a result of the naturalness discussed below.

Much of the scenic

Historic Significance: There is an old log driving dam and associated camp about
1/4 mile upstream from the falls. A number of interesting relics are dispersed
through the woods.

Naturalness : This is an outstanding natural area. The best access is through a
5 mile canoe trip which is on a totally natural stream. This whole stream segment
should probably receive critical area status.
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]_! NAME : Gauntlet Falls

Ref : H

Township : TB RIO, Piscataquis

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: There are six important falls in the 800 meter length of stream.
The five upper falls originally developed as cascades down the bedding which strikes
across
the stream and dips down stream. Most havenow cut back to form more vertical
drops.
The total drop is about 30 meters, flow is 20ft.^/sec., slight brown color
and no
odor. Gauntlet Falls is on the East Branch of the Pleasant River.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is quartzite and granulite containg metamorphic
indicator minerals. The lower 100 meters of exposure appears to be a healed milonitized fault zone.

Scenic Attributes: Many graffitti disfigure the upper-most of the six falls.
Most of the dates are from 1973 and appear to have followed access permitted by recent
logging. Access to the lower five falls is made extremely difficult by a series
of small cuestas adjacent to the river and these can be considered extremely scenic.
Historic Significance: The area has been recently logged, but there are relics
remaining from earlier logging activities. The earliest graffitti on the upper
falls dates from 1881.

Naturalness : The graffitti on the upper falls are painted on and will deterioriate
with time. The road access is deterioriating rapidly which will help preserve
the natural character. This area can be expected to return to an exceptional natural
setting if the present trend continues.
12. NAME: Grand Falls, Dead River

Ref : 12

Township : T3 R4 BKP WKR, Somerset

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
Because of its exceptional scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: This is a classic horseshoe falls on the Dead River developed
across the foliation of the bedrock. The foliation dips slightly upstream which
has probably led to the undercutting which produced the horseshoe shaped lip.
The flow is variable depending on the dam at Flagstaff Lake, but is 1000's of ft.^/sec..
Water color is brown with a slight odor as at Flagstaff Lake. The drop is 10 meters.
Scientific Attributes: Developed on phyllite and similar low grade metamorphic rock.
This is an excellent geomorphic example of this type of falls which is unusual in the
State of Maine.

Scenic Attributes: This is an outstanding high flow falls.

Historic Significance: There is a large old wooden dam upstream which has now been
breached.

Naturalness:
canoe route.
minimal.

This is a popular road-accessable camping area and also a well known
The road access is not easy, however. The trash problem as yet is
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13.

NAME :

Cold Stream Falls

Ref: 13

Township: T2 R6 RKP WKR, Somerset

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its exceptional scenic, historic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: This is a small falls perpendicular to the cleavage of the
bedrock. Total drop is 2.5 meters. The flow is 5 ft.3 /sec,; the water is slightly
brown in color with no odor. There is a shaft but deep V-shaped gorge upstream with
a few exceptionally large (to 1 meter dia.)white pine trees on the gorge wall. Cold
Stream Falls is on Cold Stream.
Scientific Attributes. The bedrock is low grade metamorphic rock. Slate, phyllite
and quartzite appear to be interlayered.

Scenic Attributes: Although this is a small falls, its remote location and
wooded surroundings give it considerable scenic appeal.

Historic Significance: An interesting old road once paralleled the stream. The road
bed through the gorge required considerable stonework along the stream which is still
intact. A large (30 to 50 meter) timber bridge was required to bring the road up
beside the falls. The remnants of this are still evident.
Naturalness : This area is reverting to a natural state. There has been recent cutting
on the east side of the stream which is not quite visible from the falls. A slight
amount of trash at the falls has been left by fishermen, but is not yet a real problem.

14.

NAME:

Moxie Falls

14

Townshig: yest Forks, Somerset

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its outstanding scenic and scientific value.
Description of Area: Moxie falls is one of the highest falls in the state. The main
drop is 16 meters but several smaller drops in the vicinity bring the total fall to
about 34 meters. The flow is 15 ft.3 /sec; the water color is slightly brown with no
odor. Moxie Falls is on Moxie Stream.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock in this locality is a calcareous metasiltstone
which is part of the Hurricane Mountain Anticline - Dead River Syncline structures.
These large scale structures are dramatically represented by small scale folds in the
rocks above Moxie Falls. This is probably one of the best structural geology teaching
localities in the State.
Scenic Attributes: gy virtue of the large drop and the wooded surroundings, Moxie Falls
is an outstanding scenic attraction.

Historic Significance:

No special evidence.

Naturalness : Although not well known in the past, this area is becoming more popular.
The south side of Moxie Stream is laced with trails. Trash has not yet become a
problem.
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15.

NAME : Little Wilson Falls
Ref : 15
Township:Elliotsville Pin., Piscat.
on Little Wilson Stream
Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its exceptional scientific, historic and naturalness attributes and
because of its outstanding scenic value.
Description of Area: This is one of the highest falls in the state with a main drop
of 13 meters, and several other drops of 2-3 meters each. Below the falls there is
a canyon with vertical walls which is several hundred meters long. The flow during
the summer season is low at 0.5 ft?/sec., but debris in the canyon indicates a consid
erably higher spring flow. The water color is slightly brown with no odor.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is slate with a nearly vertical primary cleavage.
The reason for this large falls and gorge is not at all clear since the axis of the
canyon does not correspond to any rock structures. There is some evidence that the
canyon axis corresponds to a fault.
Scenic Attributes: This is an outstanding scenic locality with many good vistas.
It is accessable by the Appalachian Trail and is a recommended side trip.

Historic Significance: Former log driving is suggested by a few large cut logs in
the canyon.

Naturalness : This is a frequently visited area and trails around the falls are evident.
There is some picnic litter but this is not out of control.

16.

NAME: Tobey Falls on
Big Wilson Stream

Ref : 16

Township : Willimantic, Piscataquis

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its outstanding scientific attributes and because of its exceptional
scenic and naturalness qualities.
Description of Area: There are 3 sets of falls included in this area which are
developed across the secondary cleavage in the bedrock. This cleavage gives the
outcrop a blocky appearance which is unusual for slate. The flow is 4 ft.^/sec..
The water is exceptionally clear and has no odor. The total drop in this area is
20 meters. Individual drops are 1 to 2.5 meters.
Scientific Attributes: This area has the best display of pothole formation and scour
structures observed in the State. Potholes can be observed in all stages of development.
There are in addition a number of well displayed bedrock structures such as micro
faults, boudinage structures, and other structures evidently related to ductile flow
during deformation.
Scenic Attributes: This is an exceptional scenic area. The scour structures are
excellent photographic subjects especially when the sun is in the east.

Historic Significance: No special evidence.

Naturalness : The town of Willimantic maintains a picnic area at this site. This is
very well policed and no trash problem exists. There are very minimal trails along
the river, and the main use of the site appears to be for swiming in a plunge pool
below the lower falls.
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17.

NAME:Screw Auger Falls (Gulf Hagas)

Ref; 17

Township: T7 RIO, Piscataquis

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its exceptional scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area:Screw Auger falls is a series of several 3 to 4 meter drops
which developed on Gulf Hagas stream as it enters Gulf Hagas. The individual drops
are isolated from each other by the terrain so each is a seperate scenic site. The
flow is several ft.^/sec.; the water is exceptionally clear. This site is protected
as part pf Gulf Hagas Reserve.
Scientific Attributes: The falls is developed on medium grade folliated metamorphic
rocks.

Scenic Attributes: Each falls is contained in its own shaded corner, and each is a
different scenic entity. Access is via a steep trail along the stream.

Historic Significance: The falls is a well known stopping point on the Appalachian
Trail. It is about 2 miles from ’the Hermitage'. Access to this area is via
the restoration at Katahdin Iron Works.

Naturalness : There are trails down along the falls which diminish in size away from the
Appalachian trail which crosses the stream above the upper falls. Trash is not
presently a problem.

18.

NAME :Hay Brook Falls

Ref : 18

Township : T7 RIO, Piscataquis

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its exceptional scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: Hay brook falls is a series of three chutes and cascades with
an 11 meter total drop. The falls are developed across the cleavage of the bedrock.
The flow is about 1 ft.'Vsec., The water is absolutely clear with no visible deterior
ation of any kind. The flow regime is shooting flow throughout the section.
Hay Brook Falls is on Hay Brook.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is slate and phyllite with considerable distortion
to the original bedding.

Scenic Attributes: This is an exceptional scenic area by virtue of the high water
quality and the shooting flow of the cascades.

Historic Significance: No special evidence-at the site. This area is close to
Katahdin Iron Works and is on the access road to Gulf Hagas Reserve.

Naturalness : A very natural area which has adequate setback from the road to
preserve the natural character. There are minimal trails to the site and no trash
problem is presently evident.
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19.

NAME : Big Falls

Ref : 19

Township :

T4 R3, Oxford

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its exceptional scientific, scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: This falls has developed across the jointing of a 10 meter
wide basalt dike. The river follows the strike of the dike for a distance of several
hundred meters; the jointing is transverse to the dike as is normally the case. The
flow is about 5 ft.'Vsec. and the water has no objectionable characteristics.
Big Falls is on the Cupsuptic River and has a total drop of 11 meters.
Scientific Attributes: This is a good example of the geomorphic principle that erosion
will selectively attack the weakest structures in a region. The river exhibits an
interesting meander pattern within the confines of the dike. There are well displayed
chill borders at the dike contact. The country rock is hornfels. Glacial Striae
are exposed at the north end of the area indicating S65E movement and a second set S90E.
Scenic Attributes:
This is an attractive scenic locality.

Historic Significance: No special evidence.

Naturalness : There is a picnic area adjacent to the falls. This is not visible from
the Brown company road which crosses the river immediately above the falls, and the
picnic area appears to receive little use. There is no evident trash problem at
present.
20.

NAME:

Poplar Stream Falls

Ref : 20

Township:Carrabassett Valley,
Franklin

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: There are actually two falls on two different streams in this
critical a r e a . T h e falls are developed across the most pronounced joints at each
locality. The flow at each falls is about 1 ft.^/sec.. There are no objectionable
characteristics to the water. Poplar Stream Falls on Poplar Stream has an 8 meter
drop. South Brook Falls on South Brook has a 17 meter drop in several stages.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is phyllite without pronounced cleavage.
The falls have evidently both cut back into the same escarpement during postPleistocene time.

Scenic Attributes: These falls are scenically attractive areas. The falls adjacent
to the road has undergone, some modification by virtue of the upstream bridge.

Historic Significance:

No special evidence.

Naturalness: The falls adjacent to the road is a popular swimming hole and some
trash is present. Few people seem to know about the other falls and no trail seems
to exist to it.
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21.

NAME : Austin Stream Falls

Ref: 21

Township : Moscow, Somerset

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its scientific and scenic attributes.
Description of Area: Austin Stream Falls is developed along and across the cleavage
of the interbedded slate and quartzite beds which make up the bedrock. Steep drops
occur ç|cross the cleavage and chutes develop along the cleavage. The flow is about
12 ft. /sec. and the color is brown with no oder. Austin Stream has a 17 meter drop in
this area; individual drops are 2 to 3 meters high.
Scientific Attributes: Slate and quartzite are interbedded with individual beds
5 cm to 2 meters in width. Some old healed faults may exist. In the upstream end
of the recommended area is a unique surficial deposit consisting of several sets of
till interlayered with lake sediment. The significance of this 25 meter high deposit
is undetermined.
Scenic Attributes: The falls are attractive and a good swimming site. The area
does not appear to be well known locally which is unusual for such an accessable
falls.

Historic Significance: No special evidence.

Naturalness : Aside from the adjacent road, this is a natural area which evidently
experiences little use.

22„

NAME: Houston Brook Falls

Ref : 22

Township : Pleasant Ridge, Somerset

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its scientific and scenic attributes.
Description of Area: The falls occurs in two sections, an upper section containing
5 two meter drops developed along the strike of the bedrock and a lower section consist
ing of a single 10 meter drop.developed across strike. The flow is about 2 ft. /sec.
and the color is slightly brown. No odor is present. Houston Brook Falls is on
Houston Brook.
Scientific Attributes: This is a classic and well studied locality for folded rocks.
This area contains t'hfe contact between the Madrid and Smalls Falls Formations, and
the contact is repeated several times by folding. This is an excellent locality
for a structural geology field exercise.
Scenic Attributes: This area is well known locally as a picnic area and a swiming
locality.

Historic Significance: No special evidence.

Naturalness : The naturalness of this area is marred by the proximity of the Pleasant
Ridge town dump which is adjacent to the access trail and a few hundred meters from
the falls.
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23.- NAME: Smalls Falls, Sandy River
Ref: 23
Township : TE, Franklin
Chandlers Mill Stream Falls, Chandlers Mill Stream.
Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its scientific, scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: There are two streams in the recommended area each with its own
set of falls. Both sets of falls are of similar character. The falls are developed
across strike, and it is interesting to note that similar falls and chutes develop
at similar elevations in both streams. Flow is about 2 ft. / sec.,There is a slightly
brown color, but visibility is noticably good. The total drop of both falls is 18 meters.
Scientific Attributes: This is the type locality for the Smalls Falls Formation.
Cross bedding is well displayed as are faults and folds. There are also well displayed
metamorphie indicator minerals. This area is discussed by Moench (1970).

Scenic Attributes: This is a famous scenic locality and is presently managed by
DOT. The area is much used.

Historic Significance: The previous owners of this site have donated it to the State.

Naturalness : DOT is managing the trash problem well. Visitors generally seem to
be respecting the site and there is no graffitti problem as yet.

24 o NAME : Angel Falls
on Mountain Brook

Ref : 24

Township : TD, Frankl in

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its exceptional scientific, scenic, and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: Angel Falls is the largest drop in the State. There are two
large drops, one of 12 meters and another of 30 meters. There are several sets of
cascades between these two drops. The flow is about 5 ft. /sec.; there is a slight
brown color and some foam. The source for this stream is an upland swamp and the
resultant flow is probably reasonably constant year-round.
Scientific Attributes: This appears to be a hanging falls and as such is unusual
in the State. The bedrock is phyllite and is known as one of the largest exposures
in the vicinity (Wolfe, 1977, personal communication).

Scenic Attributes: This is an outstanding scenic locality. Access is very difficult
and there are no good vistas of the largest drop. Good vistas well away from the
falls could be developed with selective cutting.

Historic Significance: No special evidence.

Naturalness : This is presently an outstanding natural area. Few people seem to be
aware of the upper falls and no trails lead to it. The access to the upper falls
is a steep 1 / 2 mile climb.
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25.

NAME :

The Cateracts
Ref : 25
Township : Andover West Surplus,
on Frye Brook
Oxford
Considerations In Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: Three large drops interspersed with several smaller drops
are developed here on granite with a blocky joint pattern. The total drop is
about 33 meters. Flow is several ft."Vsec.. The water quality was excellent at
bank full stage. Frye Brook has individual drops of 9 meters, 8 meters and 6
meters at this locality.
Scientific Attributes: This is a typical falls developed on jointed granite.

Scenic Attributes: This is an outstanding scenic area. The Appalachian trail
passes adjacent to the falls and a trail hut is located in the immediate vicinity.

Historic Significance: No special evidence.

Naturalness : The Appalachian trail campsite is overused here with many people
setting tents in unauthorized locations.
With nroper management this area could
revert to an outstanding natural area.

26„ NAME: Step Falls on Wight Brook

Ref : 26

Township : Newry, Oxford

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
because of its outstanding scenic attributes and its exceptional scientific and
naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: step falls is a long series of steep cascades and chutes
wit^ a total drop of 45 meters. During bank full stage, the flow was about 30
ft. /sec.. The flow regime is shooting flow for a good proportion of the drop.
The water quality is outstanding.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is granite with numerous pegmatite pods. Many are
about 1.5 meters across. The alteration to pegmatite appears to have taken place
along joints in the granite. There are good examples of differential weathering
of the granite.
S.Ç,Ç, Attributes: This is an outstanding scenic locality. The entire falls is
easily accessable and very safe for a family climb. Most of the drop is visible
from the bottom.

Historic Significance: An old water pipe leads from the falls evidently to camps which
are about 1/2 mile away.

Naturalness : This is a Nature Conservency area.
but no trash problem has developed yet.

There are trails beside the falls,
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27.

NAME : Swift River Rest Area

Ref : 27

Township : Roxbury, Oxford

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scientific and scenic attributes.
Description of Area: This is a state rest area in Roxbury Maine.
The falls are developed on jointed granite and consist of two drops of about
2 meters each. The flow is about 10 ft. /sec.. The water color is slightly brown
and there is no odor.
This site is on the Swift River.
Scientific Attributes: This is an outstanding example of hydraulic sculpture of
granite. The bedrock is a feldspar-quartz-garnet-muscovite-biotite granite with
pegmatite viens. Some of the pegmatite stringers appear to be refolded.

Scenic Attributes: This is an exceptional scenic area with good road access.
The hydraulic sculpture of the rocks is the main scenic attraction.

Historic Significance;

No evidence.

Naturalness : This cannot be a natural area because of its proximity to the highway.
There is a trash problem which can probably be solved only by continual DOT efforts.

28. NAME: Mosher Pond Stream Falls.

f: 28

Township : Farmington, Franklin

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: The falls is in three sections, an upper section with several small
drops totaling 5 meters, a main drop of 10 meters, and several small drops of 3 or
4 meters in a gorge below the main drop. There is no compelling geologic reason
for t^e location of this falls; it may have been cut through dead ice. The flow is
1 ft. /sec., the water has no color or smell. This falls is on Mosher Pond Stream.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is a succession of quartzites and slates which
weather brown.

Scenic. Attributes: The main drop is relatively large.
locality with several potential vistas.

Historic Significance:

t-Jq

This is an interesting scenic

evidence present.

Naturalness : The trails to this area are under control;

there is a small trash problem.
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2g

NAME: Rattlesnake Brook Falls

Ref : 29

Township îStow, Oxford

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its exceptional scientific, scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: This area contains a falls on the north end and a gorge at
the south end. The gorge is receiving separate recommendation in the gorge report.
The falls has a three meter drop into an exceptionally deep and attractive plunge pool.
The water is absolutely clear with no odor and a visibility greater than 3 meters.
This Falls is on Rattlesnake Brook.
Scientific Attributes: The falls has developed as has the gorge due to the differential
weathering out of a long dike. The composition of the dike appears to be variable.
The country rock is granite, gneiss, and pegmatite. There is a huge (3 meters wide)
single feldspar crystal in the outcrop adjacent to the plunge pool.
Scenic Attributes: This is an outstanding scenic area which derives its attractiveness
from a wooded surrounding and the exceptional quality of the water.

Historic Significance: Downstream from the critical area is 'the Old Stone House'
which is a remarkable piece of hand feathered granite construction.

Naturalness : Trails pass through this area associated with the White Mountain National
Forest. There is presently no trash problem at the site.

30. NAME : Cobb Brook Falls

Ref: 30

Township :Hebron , Oxford

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and scientific attributes.
Description of Area: The falls is one 3 meter drop which seems to be supported
by selective erosion of a large basalt dike which passes obliquely under the lip
of the falls. The flow is about 0.2 ft. /sec. but evidently much higher in the
spring. The color is clear and the water has no odor. This falls is on Cobb Brook.
Scientific Attributes: The country rock is a quartz-muscovite phyllite which weathers
brown. The rock is very throughly weathered. There is a probable fault through
the outcrop. This falls appears to be maintained by undercutting as is Niagara
Falls. This is an unusual situation in Maine, and no other similar falls are known.
Scenic Attributes:

This is an attractive locality but not exceptional.

Historic Significance:

No special evidence.

Naturalness : This is an exceptionally natural setting for this part of the State.
The site probably receives few visitors.
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31.

NAME : Damariscotta Falls.

Ref : 3 1

Township:Newcastle/Nobl&boro. Lincoln

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its exceptional scientific, scenic and historic significance.
Description of Area: The falls is a continuous series of cascades over bedrock.
The flow is regulated hv the flow through a parallel hydroelectric channel which
is seasonally shut down to allow the alewife run over the falls. Flow is about
600 ft.^/sec.. The color is slightly green, no smell, foam in eddies. The total
drop is 15 meters„ This falls is on the Damariscotta River.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock is a biotite gneiss probably of dioritic
composition with pods and augen of pegmatite.

Scenic Attributes: This locality is in the center of a small village which appears
to be undergoing community revitalization. There appears to be recent efforts to
clean up back yards and improve septage disposal adjacent to the falls. The area
is scenic primarily from an historic point of view.
Historic Significance: This is a famous alewife locality and there is a fish trap
and factory at the lower end of the falls. This is somewhat of an annual event
and a small tourist industry seems to be related.

Naturalness : This locality is much modified.

32. NAME : Hiram Falls.on the Saco River

Ref : 32

Township : Baldwin/Hiram,
Cumberland/Oxford

Considerations
in
Recommending this Area for Evaluation:
This area is recommended
- y ----.i—
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1
for its scientific value.
Description of Area: This falls is directly below an elderly CMP dam and associated
power plant. The falls is a series of cascades due to the differential weathering
of several dikes which are transverse to the falls. The total drop is 25 meters.
The water quality is remarkable for such a large river, no odor or color. The flow
is dependent on the power dam but is lOOO’s of ft. /sec. at high stage.
Scientific Attributes: The bedrock here is the contact zone between granite and
an older gneiss. It is an extraordinary example of a granitized zone. 3 meter
xenoliths of gneiss are displayed in three dimensions. This is an excellent field
locality to discuss the metamorphic or igneous origin of granite.
Scenic Attributes: The CMP power plant has some scenic value due to its age.
This is not an exceptional scenic locality although it may be during spring flow.
CMP has developed the surroundings as a nature study area and the locality is a
well known canoe portage.
Historic Significance: The CMP power station built in 1917 is an excellent example
of an early hydroelectric station. Other mills may have been built on this site.
It was not developed in 1869 when mentioned as an excellent privilege by Wells (1869).

Naturalness : Although the falls is occupied by a superimposed hydroelectric dam,
the surroundings have been maintained in a pleasant natural state.
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33.

NAME:

Steep Falls on the Saco River

Ref: 33

Township; Standlsh/Llmineton.

Cumberland
Considerations In Recommending this Area for Evaluation; This area is recommended
for its outstanding scientific attributes.
Description of Area: steep Falls is developed on a granitized gneiss which has been
intruded by several basalt dikes which strike directly across the river. Differen
tial erosion of the dikes probably initiated the falls. The lip has now retreated
several meters upstream from the dikes. The water quality is excellent, the flow
is several hundred ft.'Vsec. and dependent on upstream dams. The drop here is 2 meters.
Scientific Attributes: An extremely well displayed sequence of events is displayed
at this location. These include several episodes of folding, faulting, metamorphism,
development of joints, granitization, and intrusion of basalt. The development
of so many clearly displayed cross-cutting relationships is highly unusual and makes
this an outstanding teaching locality.
Scenic Attributes: This is a pleasant scenic locality which is used as a picnic
site and as a campsite by canoists. Use of the site is evidently uncontrolled at
present. The adjacent banks are predominantly farm land and the result is a
pleasant pastoral setting.
Historic Significance: This site has had a series of mills, the last of which was
burned for scrap in about 1930. According to Wells (1869), a 1000 horsepower
sawmill stood here at that time. A narrow gauge rail bed parallels the river on the
left bank. The ties are still in place. The falls was probably inundated when the
latest mill dam was still standing.
Naturalness : The uncontrolled use of the site has led to a trash problem.

34.

NAME:

Union Falls

Ref : 34

Township : Buxton, York

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scientific attributes.
Description of Area: Union Falls is presently innundated by the Union Falls
power dam. The flow is dependent upon the regulation at the dam but may be
as high as 1000's of ft.^/sec..The former drop of Union Falls is indeterminate,
although the Union Falls dam has a head of about 100 feet. Union Falls is on the
Saco River.
Scientific Attributes: Below the falls is a large exposure of bedrock which shows
a clear cut sequence of events involving intrusion and/or granitization of the
oldest metamorphic rocks followed by intrusion of basalt and faulting. The
granite-metamorphic contact is well displayed here and is so mapped on the State
geologic map.
Scenic Attributes: This can be considered a scenic site in the same manner that many
other large power dams are so considered.
The exceptional water quality of the
Saco River adds considerable appeal to this locality.

—f_.^0 rfc Significance. According to Wells (1869), the 19th century saw development
of this site for its water power prior to the present dam.

Naturalness :
this site.

Selective planting would greatly enhance the natural character of
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35.

NAME : Cascade Falls, Portland Quad.

Ref ; 35

Township:

Scarboro

Considerations In Recommending this Area for Evaluation:
This area is recommended for its scientific and scenic attributes.
Description of Area: This site contains three falls with a total drop of 9 meters.
The largest single drop is 6 meters. The late August flow is about 0.2 ft.^/sec. .
The falls is developed across the cleavage of low grade metamorphic rocks. This
is the most attractive of several similar falls in this area. The water is brown
and contains some foam. This falls is on Cascade Stream.
Scientific Attributes: All the falls in this section of the coast lie on a north
east trending line parallel to the coast. This appears to be a topographic promon
tory which is also an old sea cliff from late Pleistocene time. This graphically
illustrates the amount of post-glacial rebound in this area.
Scenic Attributes: This is an attractive scenic area. It was formerly a state
roadside rest area but has now been closed. It is a good locality for this use
and the reason for the closing is not clear. A good stand of large red pine trees
provides an attractive unbrella over the former rest and picnic area.
Historic Significance: No special evidence.
after the falls.

There are several local businesses named

Naturalness : The area is obviously visited frequently even though the area
is closed. This has led to somewhat of a trash problem.

36. NAME :

old Falls Pond Dam
on the Mousam River

Ref : 36

Township : Kennebunk, York

Considerations in Recommending this Area for Evaluation: This area is recommended
for its scenic and naturalness attributes.
Description of Area: Several falls developed across joints in the granite bedrock.
Area has been pegmatized and intruded by basalt dikes. The total drop is about
20 meters. The flow is about 5 ft. /sec. in August but considerably higher at other
seasons. The water color is bright green and has a disgusting odor. Visibility
is about 3 inches. This remarkably poor water is probably the worst in the State.
Scientific Attributes: In addition to the bedrock features mentioned above,
there is a fault which trends along the river through the center of the falls.
This is indicated by an offset dike.
The exceptionally poor water quality is
scientifically remarkable and a classic example of poor water management.
Scenic Attributes: Aside from the water quality, this is a very attractive site.
The hydroelectric plant has been designed to blend in well with its surroundings.
This area can stand as an example of how technical development of a site can proceed
without the destruction of its scenic qualities.
Historic Significance: This appears to be 'Great Falls' mentioned in Wells (1869)
as an exceptional unoccupied mill site.

Naturalness : Although this is a hydroele-etric dam, the character of this area is
enhanced by careful management and attractive architecture.
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GENERAL EVALUATION OF WATERFALLS FOR INCLUSION ON THE REGISTER OF CRITICAL AREAS
1.

Description of Waterfalls:

Waterfalls in Maine are relics of disrupted terrain produced by continental
glaciation. Most of the falls are relatively small features on small streams.
A few falls are of considerably greater height than the majority. Maine falls
range in height from 1 to 34 meters. The summertime flows range from almost
nothing to several thousand ft.~Vsec.. The widths range from 1 to 50 meters.
The accessability of falls is immediate to very difficult depending on the
road network and terrain. Because of the complex bedrock geology of the State,
no one factor can explain the persistance of all the falls, and each falls must
be considered to determine its geologic setting on an individual basis.

2.

Considerations In Registration:

A. Values and qualities represented by the area (specifically including any
unique or exemplary qualities of the feature).
The large waterfalls in Maine are exceptional scenic localities. Many falls
contain well washed bedrock exposures which clearly display geologic features.
Falls are found to be well known geologic localities as a result. The geologic
features displayed at Maine waterfalls include fossils, type localities, mineral
localities, geologic structures, dikes, and numerous igneous and metamorphic
lithologies. The falls tend to display diverse weathering, erosion and hydraulic
scour features as well.
B. Probable effects of uncontrolled use (specifically in relation to its
intrinsic fragility).
Uncontrolled use of Maine's falls has seriously altered their character
in the past. Dams pose serious threats to the falls on the large rivers by
drastic site alteration or even inundation. Several of the sites recommended
in this report probably have hydroelectric potential. Because of their popularity
as picnic, swimming, fishing and camping sites, many falls have a severe trash
and graffitti problem. Those which are canoe portages have a sanitation problem
as well. Uncontrolled timber operations near some sites have seriously altered
their natural character. Log driving operations in the past have blasted obstruct
ions to log driving with considerable affect on some falls.
C . Present and probable future use (specifically present and future threats
of destruction).
Presently proposed hydroelectric dams offer a serious threat to several
sites included in this report. As new roads disect Maine's northwest woodlands,
the falls in these areas will receive increased pressure from campers, fishermen
and canoists. The predictable effects of this are trash, graffitti and bank ero
sion due to trails and the associated lack of ground cover. In places where
camping pressures are extreme, sanitation problems can be expected. The reality
of these threats can easily be demonstrated by a comparison of geomorphically
similar falls, one in a remote setting with one in rural area.
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D. Level of Significance.
The falls recommended in this report are of regional or state significance
because of their scientific attributes, their scenic and recreational uses, and
because a few falls in northwestern Maine are probably the only totally natural
falls remaining in New England.
E . Probable effects of registration - positive and negative (specifically
including the economic implications of inclusion of the area on the register).
The expected positive effect of registration will be to give official recog
nition to the importance of the major waterfalls in Maine. Also, the landowner
will be informed of the importance of preserving these features. Registration
will encourage monitoring of the waterfall sites and will encourage the conserva
tion of the area.
The expected negative effect of registration would be publicity generated
by the registration process. Publicity could attract visitors that might
further add to the scenic and naturalness deterioration that has already changed
many of these features.
There should be little economic implication concerning the registration of
waterfalls except as the registration conflicts with hydroelectric development.
It appears that most of the waterfalls recommended in this report do
not have a potential for a dam site for electrical production. Cold Stream
Falls and Steep Falls have been seriously mentioned as potential hydro
dam sites. These two areas will have to be evaluated on an individual basis
regarding the economic impact of registration. For these waterfalls with
definite hydro potential, there definitely will be an economic conflict
between maintaining the falls in a natural state, and developing the
falls for a hydro dam.
F. Management Suggestions.
1. Continue to create economic incentives (such as the bottle bill) to
alleviate the trash problem at these sites. Much of the trash in the North
Maine Woods could be eliminated by collecting additional camping fees refundable
upon return of trash. This could be accomplished at no additional cost and
without changes in the administration of this area.
2. Encourage active local control of falls used for picnic and swimming
sites, and take steps to encourage local pride. This sort of control is seen
to be effective at Tobey Falls in Willimantic Me.
3. Develop vistas for some of the spectacular falls.
well away from the falls.

Locate the vistas

4. Continue to publicize those areas which are already well known and
suppress information about those which are still outstanding natural areas.
5. There are several locations which are just now emerging as falls with
statewide scenic appeal. These include the three highest falls in the State.
Considerable thought should be given to the management of these areas and how
to best preserve son^residual natural character. A minimum program would
include some control of trail locations and an annual trash clean-up.

3.

Conclusions and Recommendations:
A. Conformance with definition contained in the Act.

The Act defines a critical area as meaning: "areas containing or potentially
containing plant and animal life or geological features worthy of preservation in
their natural condition, or other natural features of significant scenic, scien
tific, or historical value."
The areas recommended for evaluation in this report are the result of an
intensive survey of all of Maine's waterfalls. Each of the falls has its own
unique scenic and scientific attributes which can be destroyed by uncontrolled
use. Many of these areas are tied to the State's economy because of scenic and
historic significance. The 36 recommended falls can thus be considered critical
areas under the legislated definition.
B. Conformance with the Guidelines for the Registration of Critical Areas,
adopted by the Critical Areas Advisory Board on September 11, 1975.
Section 1. Knowledge of the Area:
Relevance to the Critical Areas Program
for the Critical Areas Program in order
the geologic and scenic significance of

The report Waterfalls in Maine and Their
of the State Planning Office was prepared
to provide detailed documentation about
waterfalls in Maine.

Section 2. Representation on the Register:
the Register of Critical Areas at this time.

Waterfalls are not included on

Section 3. Variety of Values: The recommended falls have a variety of
values. They have geologic significance; they represent a unique ecology; they
are important scenic and natural areas, and some falls are of historic importance
in the development of Maine's industry.
Section 4. Scarcity: Each site recommended in this report is unique in
at least one important respect.
Section 5. Quality: The sites recommended in this report have been selected
to be exceptional examples of the features which they contain. 56% of the field
checked falls have been rejected, even though the field work was biased in favor
of localities of known quality.
Section 6 . Persistence: Most of these falls have been in existance in some
form since the withdrawl of the continental ice sheet from Maine about 10,000
years ago. The long term prospects for the continued existance of these features
is exceptionally promising if they remain unaltered by mankind.
Section 7. Geographic Distribution: Both the field and literature search
phases of this study have been carried out on a state wide basis to attempt to
register falls from different geographic regions of Maine.
Section 8 . Waterfalls have clear potential for scientific and educational
use as well as recreational use.
Section 9. Manageability: Falls that can be easily managed to perpetuate
the described features will be registered.
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Section 10. Potential Economie Effects: Registration of waterfalls
should result in few economic implications for the land owner. One possible
conflict might arise concerning sites with hydroelectric potential. It appears
that most of the waterfalls recommended in this report do not have a potential
for a dam site for electrical production. Cold Stream Falls and Steep Falls
have been seriously mentioned as potential hydro dam sites. These two areas
will have to be evaluated on an individual basis regarding the economic impact
of registration. For those waterfalls with definite hydro potential, there
definitely will be an economic conflict between maintaining the falls in a
natural state, and developing the falls for a hydro dam.
Section 11. Potential Effect of the Conservation of the Area: Registration
is expected to have a positive effect on the conservation of Maine's waterfalls.
PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. The exceptional waterfalls listed in Table 5 should be evaluated for
inclusion in the Register of Critical Areas.
2. The 17 falls listed in Table 4 as having unknown significance should be
field checked and evaluated for inclusion on the critical register during the
summer of 1978.
3. The areas listed in Table 4 as having unknown significance should be
field checked as soon as possible in an inexpensive manner. This could be
accomplished by State Planning Office personnel when they are near these sites
while on other assignments.
4. Local chambers of commerce should be requested to cease publicizing
waterfall areas until adequate steps are taken to preserve their natural character.
5. A coordinated effort should be developed between the State Planning
Office, the Maine Forest Service, the Maine North Woods Association, the Gulf
Hagas Reserve, the Department of Transportation, and the Department of Parks
and Recreation to create positive economic motivations for users to remove trash
from wilderness areas which are already controlled by checkpoints.
6 . A state program should be initiated to develop a number of falls which
are presently used primarily by local residents. Such a program would provide a
small amount of funding for local conservation groups to landscape sites and
develop picnic areas in place of the uncontrolled use which is presently in
effect. The thrust of the program would be to develop local pride and a continuing
maintainance effort. This program would be primarily directed toward falls in
organized townships.

7,,/ A few sites with exceptional geologic interest should be provided with
signs which explain the geologic relationships. This could most easily be
accomplished at DOT roadside rest areas.
8 . The few waterfalls that are in a natural undisturbed state should be
maintained in a natural, undisturbed condition.

9. The geological site descriptions in Grafton Notch State Park should be
re-written to conform to reality.
10. Sites should be monitored at occasional intervals to determine the
efficacy of these recommendations.
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